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PUNTS AND POLES

THE popularity of punting is of comparatively recent date;
forty years ago one might have rowed from Oxford to Putney
and seen no punts but those containing fishermen. A few
private pleasure-punts were built about thirty years since, but
it is more particularly during the last ten years that their
number has so greatly increased. It will not therefore be
thought surprising that the present volume should contain a
section devoted to this subject.
When boating for pleasure a punt possesses manyadvantages. The punter faces the direction in which the craft is
travelling, and he or she can have a good view of the scenery ;
the position for punting is less cramped than that for rowing,
and the stroke is more varied; the sitters can be more at ease
than in a skiff, which must always be properly 'trimmed.'
The punt is also better adapted for luncheon and tea, which
is a great convenience on a journey, and obviates the necessity
of reaching an hotel at any special time. As it travels much
slower than a skiff more time must be allowed for any given
distance, but twelve or fifteen miles down· stream can easily
be covered in a day by a good punter, with one or two sitters.
When the water is deep, or the bottom of the river soft, it is
often quicker and less exertion to paddle the punt with a canoe
paddle.
A pleasure-punt will also sail very well with a fair wind;
a mast, sail, and rudder can be adapted to the ordinary punt:
they are easily fixed and taken down, though they certainly
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occupy a good deal of room when stowed away. Some punts
are specially built for sailing, but they are kept for that purpose only. The Thames Punt-sailing Club regulates the racing
in this craft.
Punts can be handled well in crowded places either with
the pole or the paddle, very little clear water way being required
in either case; but it is the ease with which a punt can be
manipulated by a good waterman that makes it so awkward in
the hands of the novice. The slightest touch alters the direction, and it can be made to turn in its own length. In practised hands it is as much under control as a canoe and is far
safer; in crowded places it is more easily handled than a skiff.
It may be mentioned here that at regattas one sometimes
sees the iron pin carried in the pinhole at the head of the
punt. In this position it might cause serious damage to
other boats, and should be laid down.
Punts have existed for a very long time. In the early days
they were large and heavily built, and employed only for fishing.
They wcre sometimes fitted with rowlocks so that they might be
rowed, and if going any distance were generally towed from
the bank. Whcn punted a heavy fir pole was used, which so
nearly rcsembled the ryepecks employed for fixing the punt
that it was difficult to tell one from the other without looking
at the iron.
The fishing-punt is a flat-bottomed craft, usually 26 to 27 ft.
long, 3 ft. 6 in. wide in the broadest part, and somewhat narrower
at the ends. It is fitted with a 'wet well,' or place where live
bait can be kept. The' wet well' is a box running the full
width of the punt, the bottom and sides of which form the
floor and ends of the well. It is supplied with water by means
of gratings let into the sides of the punt at each end of the box.
For fishing, the punt is usually fixed across the stream, and as
the water flows through the well, it keeps the bait prm'ided
with fresh water. It may be mentioned here that a 'dry well'
is similar to a wet, except that it has no gratings to admit the
water.
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The early pleasure-punt was built with a ' wet well' like the
fishing-punt, but was made of lighter material, and the part
above water was varnished instead of being painted.
It
answered the double purpose of fishing and pleasure punting.
About twenty years ago, such punts as were not required for
fishing were built without the well, but a seat and large lounge
cushion were substituted. Pine or mahogany was used according to the fancy of the purchaser. They were propelled
by the method known as 'walking the punt,' which will be
described later. The tendency in recent years has been to
build punts narrower and lighter, 2 ft. 9 in. being a very
common width at the present time. It has also become the
fashion to build them with a 'saloon '-that is, with two
lounge cushions in the middle of the punt supported by backs
which face each other. This arrangement has been adopted
for the purpose of carrying four sitters, but it does not give the
punter very much room, and, except in very shallow water, he
is liable to wet the sitters with the drip from the pole. Scarcely
anyone now walks a punt, and when the lounge cushion is
placed against the 'till,' or covered-in end of the punt, as in
the old-fashioned style, the craft is usually propelled stern first.
Another method of carrying a sitter is to have a back fitted
near the centre of the punt and the lounge cushion placed
against it, so that the passenger faces the head of the punt and
the direction in which it is travelling. The back can be made
so as to fit against anyone of the three middle knees, an
arrangement which enables it to be shifted forward or aft for
single or double punting. During the last year or two several
punts have been built, 2 ft. 3 in. wide, to carry one sitter. These
are fast and can be punted with a light pole.
Punts of all descriptions have been used for racing. The
earlier matches took place in large heavy fishing-punts with
, wet' wells. In 1888 a standard size was adopted for the
Professional Punting Championship, the punts having' wet'
wells, and measuring 28 ft. long and 2 ft. 9 in. at the broadest
part. In 1891 they were changed for others of the same
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dimensions, but with 'dry' wells. They weighed on the
average 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 7 lbs. each. In 1897 the wells were
omitted and the punts made somewhat lighter, being on the
qrs. 8lbs. The Thames Punting Club reaverage 3 cwt.
gulation punts, built in 1894 for use in handicaps, are 28 ft.
long, 2 ft. 3 in. wide, and weigh I cwt. 2 qrs. 21 lbs. each.
A very great change has taken place in best-and-best punts,
which are allowed to be built any length or width so long as
the width at the ends does not measure less than half that of
the widest part. It may save repetition to state here that when
the width of a racing-punt is given, it refers to the width in the
widest part, mea.<>ured on the bottom inside. A few years ago .
a width of 22 in. was considered very narrow for a racing-punt,
but now no one thinks of starting for the Amateur Championship in a punt wider than 16 in. The punt used by Mr. B.
Rixon in the Championship, 1895 and 1896, is 34 ft. 4 in. long,
14lin. broad in the middle and 7i in. at the ends, with a depth
of 7 in. at the centre; it is the narrowest punt which has been
used in the race. It may be of interest to note the measurements of the punts used by the winners of the Amateur
Championship since 1890. The winning craft of that year
measured 27 ft. long and 22 in. wide, and those of 1891 and
1892 were practically the same. In 1893 there was a considerable alteration, the punt being 32 ft. long and 18 in.
wide; in 1894 it was 34 ft. long and 16 in. wide; in 1895 and
1896,34 ft. 4 in. long and Id in. wide; in 1897, 34 ft. long and
14b in. wide. So far as one can judge there will not Qe much
change in the size of the best-and-best racing-punt for some
little time to come; the length has been adopted after trials of
shorter and longer dimensions, one of 37ft. being no faster
but rather the reverse. The long bearing on the water helps
to steady the punt, but if it be too long it becomes slow and
there is not the same life in the stroke. As regards the width,
it requires a great deal of practice to race in a punt even 16 in.
wide without falling out, and only one man has at present raced
in a punt under 14i in.
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Racing-punts have been built of mahogany, cedar and best
pine. The latter has of late been the favourite material. It is
as light as cedar, not so brittle, and appears to wear well. It
is protected from the water by a good coat of varnish. The
punts are canvassed at both ends, leaving a space in the middle
where the punter stands, the length of this varying with the
fancy and style of the punter, for some men like to have more
room than others. As the principal object of the canvas is to
keep out the water which drips from the pole, and any which
might splash over the side, it is clearly an advantage to have
the punt covered in as far as is possible without interfering with
the stroke. The open space in Mr. B. Rixon's punt is 8 ft.
6 in. between the canvas, which allows a floor space of 6 ft. ;
the sloping bulkheads take up the difference. Mr. Romaine's
punt has an open space of 9 ft. between the canvas, and Mr.
H. Verity's I I ft. 6 in. A racing-punt should always be fitted
with clips for holding the spare poles. They are placed on
both sides, at each end of the open space, as is shown in the
photograph of the racing-punt. A very neat clip is made in
metal and occupies very little room, but to avoid the chance
of injury from falling upon one of them, the writer had some
made of indiarubber, and they were used in many important
races. The chief objection to the rubber clips is their size and
somewhat clumsy appearance.
Poles.-These may be either larch or deal, and are termed
respectively 'natural poles' and 'made poles.' The former is
a straight stem of a small larch tree, the bark of which has been
removed; the latter is made out of best white pine. Both are
shod with a suitable iron, which consists of a socket into which
the pole is fitted, and a fork which grips the bottom of
the river in the action of the punting stroke ; the forked part
is made in two shapes (see fig. I). The rounded shape is
supposed to be less liable to pick up stones from the bottom
of the river, and that may be the case; but when a stone gets
fixed in this shape of iron it is extremely difficult to dislodge it,
whereas stones come out of the other shape readily, in fact,
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the jar of the pole on the bottom of the river in the succeeding
stroke will very often effect this. Both shapes have an equally
good grip of the ground. The natural fir pole has almost disappeared from the pleasure-punt, having been superseded by
the deal pole. A good-made pole should be straight, stiff, free
from knots, and well balanced; a new, that is, unused, pole

.
,
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FIG. I.-FORKS OF PUNTING POLES

may possess the two first qualities and yet lose them after one
<lay's punting. If the grain be not straight and the wood not
of equally good quality throughout, it will go wrong very quickly j
even two poles carefully selected and apparently alike will wear
very differently. After daily use for a week, one pole may be
found to retain its straightness and stiffness, whilst the other
will get soft and bend readily in the stroke; it may also develop
a permanent bow or bend. Such a pole is very little good for
racing, and is disagreeable to use in a pleasure-punt. These
.defects may be due to the character of the wood and natural to
it; in that case the pole will bend even if only used in a light
racing-punt; or the defect may be caused by using a good pole
in a punt too heavy for its strength. A light racing-pole, weighing
lbs., can be spoilt in one afternoon by use in a :z ft. 9 in.
-or 3 ft. punt.
Rut even when poles are put to such work as they can
Dig'
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reasonably be expected to perform, there is a great difference
in the time they will last, and as a really good one is very difficult to get, care should be taken of it when obtained. A pole
14 ft. long and weighing 51 to
Ibs. may be satisfactorily used
in a 2 ft. 9 in. or 3 ft. punt, even when carrying a sitter, or
possibly two; and so long as it is employed with ordinary care
by a good punter in about four or five feet of water, it may last
for some time; but it must be used very carefully in deep
water, when the hands are constantly at the top of the pole,
and on no account must it be treated roughly to prise over the
stern of the punt. When a light pole is laid down, even for a
short time, it must be taken care of, and not placed so that it
is supported only at the ends; it should also rest on something
near the middle, or at all events four or five feet from the small
end, or top. When the punt is not in use the pole should be
taken out and laid on a level floor in a cool place; on no
account should it be kept in a hot loft which is exposed to the
sun. I t is usual to give new poles a coat of thin varnish to
preserve them, but before they are 'used in a punt the greater
part is removed with sand-paper, as the hands cannot hold
firmly a varnished pole when wetted with water. A good
length for poles is 14 ft., but they are made somewhat longer
for districts where the water is deep, and shorter for those
where it is shallow. A spare pole should always be carried,
for one may be dropped from various causes or may break, and
in such a case it is very awkward not to have another. The
best position for carrying the spare pole in a racing-punt has
been definitely settled, but how to carry it in a pleasure-punt
with a saloon is a more difficult problem. It is usually slung
outside the punt, but in this position it is very apt to catch,
more particularly in crowded places such as a lock or at a
regatta. It is also in the way of the punter, for although he
may sling it on the side opposite to that on which he means to
punt, circumstances may compel him to change sides without
delay. Some builders cut away the side of the cushion and
back so that the pole may be carried just inside the punt, with
R
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a small strap to keep it in position, and this plan answers very
well.
Some idea of the. weight, shape, and balance of a good
racing-pole may be gathered from the following particulars of
some which have been used in punt races; they were carefully
selected, and are not such as can be purchased every day. The
following measurements have been taken from the iron end of
the pole, and that part of it where the fork branches. One of
the poles is 14 ft. in length, weighs 5 lbs. complete with the iron,
and balances evenly at 5 ft. 4 in. The circumference at 2 ft 6 in.
is 41 in. ; at 7 ft., 4i in.; at 12ft., 4k in.; at 14 ft., 31 in. Of
three other racing-poles, one, 12ft. 6 in. in length, balances at
5 ft. and weighs 4t lbs.; one, 13 ft. in length, balances at
5 ft. 1 in. and weighs 4i lbs. ; one, 13 ft. 6 in., balances at 5 ft
2 in. and weighs 411bs. They are stiff poles, and quite suitable
for racing in a best-and-best punt of the present day. The
pole measuring 13 ft. was used at the Thames Punting Club
Regattas in 1893, 1894, 1895, and 1896, and that measuring
12ft. 6 in. was used in the winning punt of the Amateur
Championship in 1893 and 1895. These poles are as good now
as when they were made; but they have only been used on
the day of the race, and for a short time on the previous day.
They have a fresh coat of thin varnish at the end of each
season.
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CHAPTER 11
THE PUNTING STROKF.

watching a first-rate punter driving a light racing-punt
through the water with an easy swing and at a great pace, the
movements appear to be so easy and so natural that one isapt to
think there cannot be much difficulty about punting. If some
one who gets into a punt for the first time attempts the stroke
which appears so simple, he will find the punt very erratic in
its moYements; it will travel in any direction except the particular one desired; it will get over the pole and force the
hands of the punter outside the punt, put him in great
danger of falling overboard, and when he tries to avoid a
recurrence of it by putting the pole down a little wide of the
punt, the craft will swing away from the pole in the opposite
direction. After several ineffectual attempts at compelling the
punt to travel in a straight line, he might possibly come to the
conclusion that no one stroke continually repeated could take
him straight from one point of the river to another a hundred
yards away, but that this end was attained by a judicious variation of each stroke. It is just this fact that gives the charm
to punting; there is no monotony about it, for scarcely any
two successive strokes are exactly alike. In the case of the
expert described above, these motions have become second
nature to him; he is able, without altering the time of his
stroke, to give each one that nice adjustment which is required
to keep him straight on his course; the passage of the hands just
outside the punt, or just inside it, the subtle touch at the end
of the stroke, all these are done intuitively. The difficulty
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consists in the fact that the force is only applied on one side,
and even when strictly fore and aft it has a tendency to drive
the head of the punt away from the side on which the pole is
used. This is counteracted by allowing the pole to press ever so
gently against the side of the punt in the after part of the stroke.
It is an important matter at the outset to acquire a good
style, for when the form is once set it is very difficult to
alter it, and what is worth doing at all is worth doing well.
Whether the object be simply to punt slowly and leisurely
about the river, or to take longer journeys, omitting any consideration of racing, the pleasure will be much enhanced by
doing it in what is acknowledged to be the proper manner.
The best way of gaining a correct style is to learn of some one
who already possesses it, and there are many competent watermen who will take a pupil out and coach him for a fixed charge
for each lesson; but the best men are frequently engaged by
the week for the season. The preparation for racing requires
constant practice under a good coach; he may be an amateur
who has both the inclination and the spare time, or he may be
a professional waterman, but it is an advantage that he should
have raced. For those who may from various causes be unable
to take lessons, a description of the stroke has been included.
When learning, it is a mistake for the punt to be lighter than
the pupil can stand in with ease, else his attention will be
diverted from the stroke to simplyokeeping his balance, and he
will be afraid to reach forward at the beginning of the stroke
or to finish well behind for fear of overbalancing and falling
out. A punt 2 ft. 6 in. is quite narrow enough for the first
lessons; one 2 ft. 9 in. is better. When the pupil has learned
the stroke and feels quite at home, he may then change to
something narrower, and finally practise in a modem racingpunt. At each stage he should become thoroughly accustomed
to his craft before trying one lighter. Should he start in a
2 ft. 9 in. punt the next one might be 2 ft. 3 in.; after that
18 in.; and finally the lightest racing-punt which would be
suitable for his weight and strength.
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Let us now go back to the 2 ft. 9 in. punt. The pupil
should practise punting on both sides; but we will assume
that he will begin with his right leg forward, and will stand on
the left side of the punt. The right foot should be placed in
a position where it is not likely to slip; in light racing-punts
special stops are fixed for the forward foot to rest against, but
in the larger punts one of the 'knees' is used for this purpose,

FIG. 2.-COMMENCEMENT OF STROKE.

RIGHT LEG FORWARD

generally the first or second from the centre of the punt
and nearer to the head. The other foot is placed a little way
from the first, about 12 in. or 15 in., and on the same side.
For starting a punt, the iron end of the pole is dropped in the
water just behind the left foot, while the hands should grasp the
pole rather higher up than the level of the punter's head, and
the arms be extended well forward towards the head of the
punt. In this position the pole will be much slanted, and the
[9'
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punt should start as soon as the pull of the stroke begins. The
reach of the left arm is much increased by bringing the left
shoulder round and raising the left heel. Most of the weight
of the body should be supported on the front or right leg, the
balance of the body being assisted by the left leg resting on
the toes of the left foot. The position resembles that shown
in fig. 2, but the left shoulder should not be brought quite so
far round, and the pole should be grasped by both hands. The

FIl;. 3.-HALF-WAY THROllC;H THF. STROKK

illustration represents the position for the commencement of
a stroke after the punt has been started; then the left shoulder
is brought more round to get the catch at the beginning \\ith
the left hand, which is a very important feature of the punting
stroke. In that position the right hand cannot reach the pole
above the left, but it is held ready to catch on as soon as
possible. There should be a space of about six inches between
the hands, and as the punt moves forward the right hand can
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take up its proper position on the pole; the work is then done
by both the hands equally.
A novice will probably require a good deal of practice before
he will be able to get as far forward as the subject of the illustration, W. Haines, the Professional Punting Champion. It
will be noticed that the right knee is slightly bent, and this
position assists the balance. When the pull has brought the

t'!(;. 4.-F1:-1ISH OF STROKE

hands to the body, the latter turns on the spine as an axis, as
in fig. 3, and in the turn the stroke is completed by the sway of
the body on to the left leg, and by pushing the hands away
towards the stern of the punt, as in fig. 4. The left arm should
finish about straight. The hands should pass with an even,
uninterrupted motion from the beginning of the stroke to
the end, and the pressure on the pole should be continuous
throughout. The pupil is rather apt to make three motions of
,
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it, the pull, the turn round, and the push, with a slight pause
between each; but if the attention be concentrated on keeping
up the pressure on the pole and against the front foot from start
to finish of the stroke, the continuous movement will be acquired
after a little practice. During the pull of the stroke the back foot
travels over the floor of the punt, and comes to rest on it
as the hands reach the body ; the latter then turns, and when
completing the stroke by pushing the arms out to their full
extent, the left knee bends so as to allow the whole force to
continue to the end. Without this bend of the knee the
stroke is short and loses much of the power of what has been
called the' after shove' and' back shove,' terms which are not
very good, as they give an impression either of something
separate from the stroke or a break in the continuity of it.
The muscles of the back and loins enter very largely into
the punting stroke, more particularly at the turn of the body.
It will be noticed that at the beginning of the stroke the left
shoulder is very nearly as far forward as the right, the line of the
shoulders being almost straight across the punt; as the stroke
proceeds the body comes round, and the stroke is finished with
the shoulders facing nearly half-way round towards the stem of
the punt. They cannot face round to the same extent at the
finish as they do at the beginning for two reasons. The stroke
is begun with one hand only, the other not being able to reach
the pole-the stroke could not finish in a similar manner or
the pole could not be recovered quickly. The other reason is
that the head of the punter can only come round with the
shoulders to a limited
for as the direction of the punt
is largely controlled near the end of the stroke, the head of
the punt must be watched more particularly at that time.
When stepping back in the course of the stroke some
punters lift the left leg high in the air, but this is a mistake.
The foot should pass just two or three inches above the
floor of the punt. The distance of the backward step is of
importance. It should be just far enough to allow a good
length of stroke, but not so far that any special effort is
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required for the recovery of the upright position. The punter
must come off the back foot on to the front one easily and
quietly, and with an entire absence of jerk. This, more
than anYthing else, is the characteristic of a finished punter.
Many men get properly forward and finish aft, but they
recover with such a spasmodic jerk that the punt rocks badly,
and does not travel well between the strokes. As the weight

.'IG. 5.-RECOVERY OF THE POLE.

DRAWING IT THROUGH

THE LEFT HAND

of the body comes on to the back leg, the toes of the foot
should be the first to touch the floor of the punt, and again in
the recovery the toes should be the last to leave it, and so act
as a buffer to prevent the jar which would be caused if the
weight were transferred from one leg to the other with the
foot flat. It is a great advantage when in a light punt to wear
canvas shoes with thin rubber soles, as they enable the joints of
the foot and ankle to play freely, and thus help the punter to
L
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keep a better balance of the body. The pressure of a thick
. leather sole against the side of a racing punt has been known
to split it.
Picking up the pole in the recovery for the next stroke
is by no means an unimportant part of punting. It must be
done with method, otherwise the hands will not be in the
proper position for beginning the next stroke. The illustrations
show three different stages of the movement. Immediatei}'

r --

FH;. 6,-RECOVERY OF THE POLE.

• THE THROW>

after the stroke is finished the right hand should draw the
pole through the left, as in fig. 5, to a certain distance.
which will in each case depend upon the depth of water and
consequent length of pole which has been used j the left hand
will then throw the pole over the right, which in turn will catch
it, as in fig. 6, and the action will be completed by the right
hand lifting the pole clear of the water in a vertical position, as
in fig. 7, the left taking hold of it in its passage, and helping
C",
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to support it until returned to the water. As in the punting
stroke so with the pick-Up of the pole, there should be no
pause between the three movements; they should glide one
into the other, and at a little distance the pole should appear
to have risen by one movement.
Having arrived at position 7, the pole is not merely dropped
into the water, but sent down sharply to avoid loss of time; it

FIG. 7.-POSITION FOR RETUR:\INI; !'OLE TO THE WATER

is allowed to pass freely through the left hand, which should
at the same time be raised, bringing the left shoulder round to
get as much reach forward as possible. This completes the
description of the punting stroke as it should be practised.
Three illustrations have been added of positions which are
sometimes seen and which are bad. They have been introduced for comparison with the others. Fig. 8 represents a
bad position, which is the result of picking up the pole hand
C", ea ov
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over hand without the throw depicted in fig. 6. The wrong
hand is uppermost. Fig. 9 represents a bad beginning of the
stroke. The pole is too upright; the strength of the punter
is largely expended in lifting himself off the floor of the punt,
and but little in propelling it. Fig. 10 represents a bad finish
of the stroke which usually follows the beginning shown
in fig. 9. The shoulders, instead of being turned as in the

FIG. S.-BAD POSITIOX FOR RETUR:olING POLE TO THE WATER.
WRONG HAND IS UPPERMOST

proper punting stroke, are in much the same pOSItion at the
start and finish of the stroke. Now as the punt is not being propelled during the interval between the strokes-that is, from the
moment one ceases pushing until the beginning of the next
stroke when one puBs again-it is clearly an advantage to put
in as much good work as' possible \vhile the iron of the pole is
on the ground; moreover, it is an exertion to lift the pole into
position fig. 7 ; and the further the punt travels with each
[9'
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stroke the fewer times will the pole have to be lifted during
a certain course. The front foot does not move during the
stroke, and therefore it can be taken as a common point from
which to measure. If a vertical line be drawn through the
foot (which, although not actually shown, can be guessed
nearly enough for comparison), and other vertical lines be

FIG. 9.-BAD POSITION AT
FAR ENOUGH FORWARD.

OF STROKE.

HA:>!>S :>OT

POLE TOO UPRIGHT

drawn through the left hand at the beginning of the stroke
and at the end of the stroke, as depicted in figs. 2 and 4 for
the correct method, also in 9 and 10 for the wrong method,
some idea will be gained of the difference in length of the
stroke in the two styles of punting. One is about three times
as long as the other in a horizontal direction, and will drive
the punt very much further.
The pace of the punt will depend upon the quickness of
[9'
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the stroke, providing it be kept equally long, but to travel fast
for many minutes requires a good deal of strength and activity.
When the punt is moving quickly, the pole should be returned
to the water somewhat in the position of fig. 7, and by the
time it is on the ground and the punter can get his weight on
to it, the position will resemble fig. 2. The extent to which
the pole should be thrown down forv,ard of the punter win de-

FIG.

IO.-HAD POSITION AT FINISH OF STROKE.
TUR:>EU.

BODV NOT

HANDS !'iOT FAR ENOUGH AFT

•

pend upon the depth of the water, also to some extent upon the
height of the punter, but principally upon the pace at which the
punt is travelling; and this must be considered chiefly in its
relation to the bottom of the river, and not so much to that of
the water. For instance, if there be a fast stream and the punt
is going up stream, it may be travelling very fast through the
water, but comparatively slowly over the bottom of the river:
in that case the pole should not be placed so far forward as
[9'
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when the punt is going down stream and travelling more
slowly through the water, but very fast over the bottom of the
river. The illustration fig. 7 is about right for a good punter,
some 5 ft. 10 in. high, in a light racing-punt with a depth of
4 ft. of water and going down stream, or for the same man in
a semi-mcer with 6 ft. of water. In a slow heavy punt with
about 4 ft. of water the pole would be" thrown down just in
front of the forward foot. Each punter must adjust this matter
for himself, always bearing in mind that he should get his
weight on much in the position of fig. 2. Many men make
the mistake of not putting their pole sufficiently far forward
when punting down stream, and thus lose the important catch
at the beginning, illustmted in fig. 2. The punt is past the
pole before the punter has time to get his weight on, and half
the stroke is lost. When the pole is brought into position for
dropping into the water the punter should be upright, the
front leg stmightened, the back leg brought up rather close to
the other, and the weight of the body principally on the front
leg. It will be noticed in fig. 7 that the right hand is higher
than the left. This is the most convenient position for raising
the pole clear of the water, and throwing it down again for
the beginning of the stroke. It is also the most natural finish
to the recovery of the pole when picked up in the proper
manner.
Steering a punt.-This is usually done by drawing the stern
of the punt over towards the pole, or on the other hand by
pressing it away. A good punter will effect this in the course
of the stroke by a slight variation in the position of the hands
as they pass the body. But to accomplish it neatly requires a
good deal of practice. To give some idea of the principle
upon which the steering depends, we will assume that the
pupil is punting alongside of the bank of the river and two or
three yards away from it. To bring the head towards the
bank it is necessary to press the pole against the side of the
punt in the after part of the stroke, and the nearer the pole is
to the stern when. the pressure is given the more easily will
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the head of the punt come round. To put the head of the
punt away from the bank, the stern must be drawn towards it,
and this can be done in the course of the stroke by reaching
over the side of the punt as the hands pass the body, instead
of bringing them close across the chest; the hands and the
upper part of the pole pass the chest in a curve round it,
instead of in a straight line across it. This part of the steering
is much more difficult to acquire than that of pressn1g or
, pinching' the punt, and the action will have to be much
exaggerated until the pupil gets accustomed to the stroke.
In the foregoing instructions the pupil has been directed
to stand about the centre of the punt, but this position is not
possible when carrying sitters, unless the seat is at one end.
Under these circumstances the punter must stand more or less
near the end, but the nearer he can stand to the middle without wetting his sitters with the drip from the pole the more
control will he have. The stroke and method of steering
should be the same as described previously, whether the punter
stands near the centre or further aft. When the sitters are
carried in the middle, as, for instance, in a saloon punt, the punter
should always stand behind them, but not forward of them. In
the latter position it would be much more difficult to manage
the punt, and he would almost certainly
the sitters each
time he took the pole out of the water.
Double-punting.-The stroke is the same as for single
punting. The punters stand one on each side, one of them
being usually rather forward of the other. Both should help
to keep the punt straight by slightly pressing the pole against
the side at the finish of the stroke; if she should run off her
course, the pressure should be only on the side towards which
it is required to come.
Walking a plmt.- This method is almost obsolete. The
punter used to walk to the head of the punt, and whilst facing
forwards drop the pole in the water, give a pull and a turn
of the body something like the modern punting stroke, and
then, whilst pushing the pole in front of him, he walked
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as far as the well or seat. The pole was kept close to the
side throughout the stroke, at the end of which it was pressed
against the punt until the head came over towards the bank.
It was necessary that the head of the punt should be brought
round at the end of each stroke; then the pull at the'beginning of the next put the punt straight again. With this method
it 'was impossible to progress in a straight line; a zigzag course
was unavoidable however good the punter, the amount of
deviation varying according to his capabilities.

s
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CHAPTER III
PUNT RACING
PUNT racing can be taken up later in life than most athletic
exercises, in support of which statement it may be mentioned
that at one of the club regattas, the Juniors' Race and
Veterans' Race were won on the same afternoon by a man
who began punting at the age of forty-five. It is hoped that
when the attractions of the sport are more widely known, many
of the rowing men will take up this pastime after their rowing
career is over. The status of punt racing all over the river has
much improved. At one time it was very much of the roughand-tumble order, owing to the jostling and fouling introduced
into the races, which were mostly between watermen ; for some
time, however, deliberate fouling has been prohibited, and if
one competitor interferes with the other, he is liable to be
disqualified on an appeal to the umpire. This improvement is
mainly due to the Thames Punting Club, which formulated
rules for punt racing under which every contest of any importance is conducted. The club was started at Sunbury, in 1886,
by a few men interested in the sport, prominent among whom
were the late Mr. Henry Faija, Mr. Talbot Smith, and Mr.
Benjamin ; and they instituted the Amateur Punting Championship which was decided at Sunbury Regatta from 1887 to 1890.
The Thames Punting Club did not at first flourish, chiefly from
want of funds, and in 1890 it was reorganised. His Grace the
Duke of Beaufort became President, Lord Londesborough,
Vice-President, and Mr. W. H. Grenfell, Chairman of Committee. The first Thames Punting Club regatta took place in
1891 on a new course a little way below Sunbury Lock, and at
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it scveral evcnts were decided, including the Amateur Punting
Championship. The regatta was held there also in 1892, but
was moved to Staines in 1893, and to Maidenhead in 1894,
with the idea of encouraging punting in different parts of the
river. Since that time it has taken place each year on the
course at Shepperton which is undoubtedly the best piece of
water for punt racing at present known, and will be described
later on under the heading' Courses.'
The original punt racing rules have been amended from
time to time as experience has indicated; but there is still a
great difficulty in disqualifying for a slight touch, as is the
practice in rowing, the conditions being so different. The
strength of the stream and the wind affect both sports; but the
oarsman can race on water twenty feet deep without any disadvantage, whereas the punter cannot. Even when the course is
one which admits of punting with a pole of reasonable length
and the bottom of the river is good, one of the competitors is
at a disadvantage unless the depth of the wa,t.er is nearly the
same for both. We say' one of them,':because it is possible
to have the water too shallow, as well as too deep. When the
water is very shallow the stroke degenerates into a scramble,
and the punt does not travel so fast as in deeper water; but, to
take the other extreme, if one man has to punt in water four
feet deep and the other in water six feet deep, the latter must
use a stronger and heavier pole; with each stroke he must lift
the pole much further than his opponent, and, considering the
number of strokes in a race, the extra labour is considerable.
Again, the nature of the bottom of the river, whether it be
mud, soft sand, or fine gravel, in no way affects the oarsman;
but it makes all the difference to the punter.
There are two conditions of great importance in the selection of a punting course: equal depths of water, and equality
in the bottom of the river for each competitor. Now as these
are seldom obtained where the punts are more than six feet
apart, and not always even at that distance, there is naturally
2. great tendency, particularly when racing against the stream,
S 2
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for the outside man to get as close as he can to' the inside
man, so that he may have an equal chance. The punts are
usually started about ten feet apart, and if they touch one
another on the way to the turning ryepecks the offending
punt should be disqualified. Sometimes the case is clear, in
others it is more difficult, both of the punters being to blame;
in the majority of races the punts do not touch on the way to
the turn, but coming home, as has been explained, they get
rather close together, and may even possibly touch without
really affecting the issue, so long as the outside 'man is careful
not to impede the other. If by accident he should get too
close and not immediately take steps to get away he should
be disqualified, In most races no question of fouling arises,
in others disqualification follows the offence. It is hoped that
as more experience is gained of the capabilities of a course, it
may be possible so to mark out the line to be talen by each
punt that the umpire will have no difficulty in deciding when a
competitor is out of his water; and in that case disqualification
might follow on a touch.
When a man has once experienced the delightful sensation
of driving a light punt at a good pace in water about four feet
deep, with a firm bottom to the river, he is very likely to wish
to try his speed against others in one of the minor races. It
is for the encouragement of such amateurs that the Thames
Punting Club handicaps and the Novice Race at the club
regatta- were instituted. This statement is not intended to
convey the impression that only novices punt in the club
handicaps; for Mr. B. Rixon, a winner of the Championship
for three years, and holder of the three fastest punting records,
has been a regular competitor in these events; but it affords
an opportunity for any member of the club to test his capabilities against punters of repute. The club handicaps are only
for members, but they have been followed on the same
afternoon by open scratch doubles, which are very popular
at Staines. The novices' races are not confined to members
of the Club. Both these and the handicaps are contested in
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Thames Punting Club regulation punts built for the purpose.
At present they are 2 ft. 3 in. wide, and quite safe for a beginner,
but they were designed on a system of curves, and although
fast, they are somewhat difficult to keep on a straight course.
Most authorities on punting are now of opinion that a punt
narrower than this, but with a longer bearing on the water, would
be equally steady for the novice and more easy for him to keep
straight on its course j it would also be better adapted for
rlouble-punting.
Punt racing has made great strides in the last few years,
and appears to have a good future before it. New men are
constantly coming forward, and the sport is very popular with
the spectators j at regattas where it is included in the programme it usually excites a great deal of interest. This is
partly due to the increasing popularity of punting, and partly
to the fact that the greater part of the race can usually be seen
from the neighbourhood of the winning-post, the course being
half down stream and half up, finishing at or near the startingpost. Apart from the difficulty of finding suitable punting
ground, the chief objection which has been made against punting races being included in a rowing regatta is the time occupied
in fixing and removing the starting punt and the turning ryepecks, all of which must be done in the interval between the
rowing races, as they can seldom be left in position whilst the
rowing is taking place. _
Requirements for Punt Racing.- These include a startingpunt, winning-post, turning ryepecks, and a raft moored to the
bank.
The starting-punt should be moored securely by a ryepeck
near each end, assisted by an anchorage of some kind. A
heavy weight dropped on the bottom of the river about five
or six yards above the punt answers very well to moor to.
UI1less the punt is very securely fixed, it is liable to be carried
away at a critical moment and to cause a considerable delay.
Spectators in skiffs and punts regard a starting punt as a good
position from which to see the race, and hang on accordingly j
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under such conditions it is sometimes pushed away just as a race
is about to begin. The starting-punt having been properly
fixed, it should be occupied by two persons, usually watermen,
whose duty it is to hold the competitors' punts. The end of
the racing-punt should be held a littlt: way from the startingpunt, as, if they touch, the jar unsteadies the punter. The racingpunts should point straight down the course, if anything, bearing somewhat to the side on. which the competitor uses his
pole, as the first shove will have a tendency to push the head
of the punt away from the pole. In an important race the
startt:r should be in the starting-punt to see that these prt:cautions are taken, otherwise a collision is very likely to occur
after the first two or three strokes. A competitor who refuses
to start in this manner should be immediately disqualified.
The starter must indicate to the competitors that he is ready
to start them; when he sees the punts in position and tht:poles on the ground, he should put the question 'Are you
ready?' and receiving no reply, quickly call 'Go!' Wt:
say quickly, because when the punts and the poles are once
in position it is difficult to keep tht:m there for very many
seconds, tht: punt being very likely to shift its position. A
good start is a very important part of a race, for not only
does the punt travel more quickly when evt:rything is in
order, but if the pole is not in the right position and the punter
ready to get away, the first shove will most likely send the punt
quite off its line and spoil the nt:xt three or four strokes,
which will be occupied in getting straight again.
The punter, having placed his craft in the position indicated,
should plant the iron of the pole firmly on the bottom of the
river and have the pole at the proper angle, tht: hands being
well forward but not over-reached. In this position, at the
word' go ' he can at once get his weight on the pole and bt:
smartly off the mark. Tht: pole must not be too upright or
the punt will not start quickly. Having effected a good start,
he will make the best of his way to the turning ryepecks,
which should have been placed almost at right angles to the
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course, the outside ryepeck being a little nearer to the start
than the one next the shore. This allowance may be anything
from a foot to three yards, depending upon the amount of disadvantage to the outside competitor, in reference to the depth of
water and the relative distance from the line which the punter
would be justified in taking after the turn. This varies very
much on different courses. At the half-mile turn on the
Shepperton course absolutely no allowance is required, for each
punt can go straight up the course immediately after the turn.
The ryepecks should be placed sufficiently far apart to allow
the punts to pass one another, in the event of the outside punt
making the turn just as the inside one is approaching it. But
no more room than is necessary should be given, as in that
case the outside ryepeck would be unnecessarily wide. For
narrow racing-punts (best-and-best), it is usual to allow twelve
feet between the ryepecks, for wider punts two or three feet
more.
A competitor is liable to disqualification if he touch the
turning ryepeck with his hand or any part of his body, but no
penalty is attached to hitting the ryepeck with either the punt
or the pole.
Ever since the Thames Punting Club was reorganised, the
question of one or two ryepecks at the turn has engaged the
attention of the Committee, but it is only since 1895 that they
definitely settled to use a ryepeck for each competitor at the
turn in all the club races, and the lead was promptly followed
at all the principal regattas where punting races are included
in the programme.
The use of two ryepecks was objected to on the grounds
that the punt turning the outside ryepeck is at a disadvantage:
(i.) as regards depth of water, (ii.) strength of stream, and (iii.)
distance from the bank along which the punt'> return up the
course. Of these three the most important is (i.) the depth of
water, when one ryepeck is placed in much deeper water than
the other. With ordinary care in the selection of the place,
two ryepecks can be fixed on most courses so as to give 3
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fairly equal depth for each punt at the turn. When a water·
man is told to fix the ryepecks at a certain distance from
the start, regardless of the nature of the ground, there is a
great risk that the turn will be a nice depth on one station and
so deep on the other that scarcely any of the punt pole will be
out of the water when the iron is on the bottom. At two
regattas in different parts of the river this has occurred, when
with proper care an equal turn could have been found. In
selecting a course, the place for the turn is one of the most
important points to be considered, and the course should
be shifted up or down stream until a suitable position is
discovered. It is not so necessary that the ryepecks themselves should be fixed in suitable water as that the depth should
be good, about a punt's length beyond them. (ii.) Regarding
the strength of stream at the turn, at any place where there is
of necessity much difference in this respect, the outside punt
will have had the advantage of it on the way down, but usually
the difference is very slight. (iii.) Any difference in respect of
the greater distance from the bank of the outside ryepeck can
be compensated by placing it a little short of the inside one.
The disadvantage to the punt turning the outside ryepeck can
be reduced to a minimum; but, as will now be shown, the
disadvantages attached to the outside station with one ryepeck
cannot be so easily avoided.
The use of one ryepeck is a distinct incentive to sharp
practice, and results in a great deal of wrangling and ill-feeling.
Even when the punts reach it together and alongside of one
another, the outside punt cannot turn until the inside man does
so; the outside man, however good, must wait or turn the other
punt with his own, and all the inside man need do is to push
away up stream directly his punt comes over sufficiently to
clear the ryepeck. In the case of one punt arriving before the
other, the difference in the station is considerable. As soon
as the inside punt reaches the ryepeck it can turn, whether it
leads little or much, and it can make use of that lead to start
home first; but if the outside punter reaches the ryepeck with
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a lead of three-quarters of a length, it is no use to him unless
he presses over and puts the inside man on to the ryepeck or
on the wrong side of it. For if with that lead he allow the
inside punt to come the right side of the ryepeck, he must wait
about until his opponent has turned, and he is worse off than if
punts had come down level. Again, if the outside punt
lead by three-quarters of a length, it is a temptation for the
inside man, if he is a clever waterman, to press the head of his
punt against the stem of the forward punt, and thus put it on
to the ryepeck or the wrong side. In any case, one of the
punts has a grievance far outweighing that of the outside
station with two ryepecks when they are properly placed. In
the latter case each man has to make his own turn, and if one
man does it better than the other at either station he gets
the benefit.
It may be asked why, with one ryepeck, the outside man
should attempt to get a lead down-stream? He may want to
do so for two reasons. A man may be relatively quicker downstream than up, and he wishes to make use of his ability j also,
on some courses, even the best, there is a slight advantage to
the outside punt going down, and to the inside punt coming
home. With two ryepecks one advantage cancels the other,
but with one ryepeck it is not so unless the outside punt can
take a commanding lead j it is no use getting just clear, because
the inside punt would be certain to run into the other
before it could stop up and turn. The unfairness to the outside
punt when it arrives at the ryepeck first has been shown, but it
may also suffer a disadvantage when it is about half a length
behind. If the inside punt, having a slight lead, stop up and
return close to the ryepeck, the other punt may be shut out
and have to wait until the" leader is clear. This form of
fouling would be much less liable to detection than those previously described, for it might appear to be purely accidental,
and even the fault of the punt that is the sufferer. When
one ryepeck only is used it should be understood from the start
that each punt must look after itself at the turn, and may do
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anything in the way of manreuvring the punt to the !Jest advantage, short of catching hold of, or placing the pole in, the other
punt. It is only under these circumstances that the men can
have an equal chance with one ryepeck ; the man who is careful
not to foul may be at a distinct disadvantage with the other
who might not be so scrupulous, and the race may be lost ...t a
critical point near the turn by sharp practice on the part of his
opponent which might even possibly be described as ' watermanship.' As a matter of fact, we have never seen a punt disqualified
at the turn round one ryepeck, but we have seen a good many
races spoilt by collisions at this point.
The only race of any importance in which one ryepeck is
now used at the turn is the Professional Punting Championship;
but this event has always been held upon a course which
presents many difficulties. There is hope, however, that before
10llg this course maybe modified so as to admit of the use of two
ryepecks. The turn is a highly important part of punt racing,
and it is very desirable that each man should take it independently of the other.
After the turn on a straight course the punts can make direct
for the winning-post; but if the course bends the bank must
be followed more or less according to circumstances. Some
very fast punters can only punt 'on one side,' or rather with
a particular leg forward, the right or left as the case may be.
It is a distinct advantage to be able to punt equally well with
either leg forward, more particularly if the course bends;
for it is easier to follow the line of the bank when one is facing
towards it. If a man is much faster on one side than the
other, it is, no doubt, better to keep to that side when racing;
but he should practise on both sides. Subject to certain rules,
the race will be won by the competitor who is the first to take
his punt up to the winning line. The starting ryepecks are
frequently also the winning-posts, and the punt which first
reaches them is the winner. Should either of the punts at
the conclusion of a race hit the winning-post it would still
be judged to have finished the course-it is not necessary
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to pass the line. There is a great difference in the pluck
shown by different men in the latter part of a race. One
has frequently seen a man, who had a chance of \\;nning, give
up trying simply because his opponent continued to hold the
lead. Abel Beesley used to say to his pupils: 'There is no
telling how bad the other man may feel, and if you stick to him
he maybe the first to crack.'
A raft moored to the bank is a great convenience for embarking and disembarking, also for lifting the racing-punt in
and out of the water.
Punt lightly on soft ground-that is, do not put out your
whole strength; if the weight be put on the pole, it wiII sink
in deeply, and the punt will be stopped in pulling it out again,
or the pole may have to be abandoned. When racing it is
necessary to carry a spare pole, as the one in use may be lost
either by sticking in soft ground, or by the punter failing to
catch it after the throw in the recovery of the stroke, or at the
turn by throwing it down too much on a slant in deep water.
The last is much more serious than either of the other two, as it
causes a serious loss of time at an important period of the race.
On a course like that at Staines, where the water is deeper
in the first half of the race than it is on the way back, it is a
good plan to start with a 14-ft. pole, and carry a shorter and
lighter one for the journey home when once the shallow water
is reached. No time need be wasted in the change, if the
short pole is placed in a convenient position. The longer pole
is dropped at the finish of the stroke just before the recovery;
then with a slight stoop the other pole is picked up, and the
succeeding stroke taken without delay.
In light racing-punts two spare poles are usually carried,
one on each side. As most punters go down-stream, and
return with the same leg forward, they require one spare pole
pointing down-stream and the other up. On whichever side
the competitor intends to punt the small end of the spare pole
should point in the direction in which he will travel; in that
position it will be most convenient to take up if required. The
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position of the spare poles should be settled before stepping
into the punt. When carrying only one spare pole the competitor
must consider whether he will be more likely to require it
going towards the turn or afterwards, and place it accordingly.
The punting course is usually one half down-stream and
the other half up-stream, finishing near the starting-point.
This is partly due to the fact that no piece of water threequarters of a mile or even half a mile in length which is suitable
for a race in light punts is at present known. There are very
few places where it is really good for a quarter of a mile.
Another reason for the turn is that it affords opportunity for an
exhibition of watermanship, and as some men punt better up
stream than down stream, it equalises any difference in this
respect.
Tlu Tu,.n.- This may be taken in two ways, either by swinging the punt or by stopping-up.
SwinginK a punt.-When a punter is standing in the middle
or the after part of an ordinary pleasure punt, which is going
pretty fast down-stream, and he holds the pole at right angles
to the punt, with the iron end in the water, the head of the punt
will swing towards the pole. If the impetus be not sufficient
to carry the punt quite round, the turn can be completed by
one or two strokes with the iron on the bottom of the river in
the usual way. This method is never adopted in a light racingpunt. It would be a great waste of time to. attempt to swing a
punt which had a length of 34 ft. and a breadth of 16 in. ;
and although much easier of accomplishment with a punt of
28 ft. by 2 ft. 9 in., swinging is only occasionally practised, and
then under special conditions. In a competition where sitters
have to be carried, it would clearly be an advantage to swing
the punt round the ryepeck, so that the relative positions of
the punter and sitters would be unchanged.
Stoppillg-up.-This may be done in two, or even three,
ways. (i.) Let us assume the first half of the course to be
down-stream, and the turn from the left bank towards the
right. The punter should approach the ryepeck, as in fig. II,
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with his right leg forward and his pole on the left, the side
on which most men punt; but for those who punt on the
opposite side it is better to change over about twenty or thirty
yards before reaching the ryepecks, so as to take the turn this
way. The last stroke should be so timed as to send the punt
past the ryepeck at a good pace and not allow it to drift by ;
in the latter case, much valuable time would be lost and the
punt would be less likely to keep its proper course. Immedi-

.-IG. 11,-API'ROACHl:-;G THE RYEI'ECK, RIGHT LEG FORWARD

ate1y after the last stroke the punter should take his pole out
of the water and deliberately, not hurriedly, face half round so
as to look up-stream, stilI keeping himself and the pole on the
same side of the punt as before; he must carefully watch the
after part of his punt, and the moment the whole of it has
passed the ryepeck he should put the iron of the pole quickly
down to the bottom of the river, the pole should be much
slanted, the top of it pointing up-stream and the iron down
[9'
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stream. With the left foot firmly planted, the punter
hold on tightly to the pole until the punt is stopped;
act of stopping (fig. 12) the end nearest the ryepeck
swing over and point up the other side. Continue
on the pole and carry the stroke through to get way
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in the
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punt, then make one or two more strokes before changing over
to the other side of the punt for the homeward journey.
The position at the moment of stopping-up resembles the
beginning of the stroke, fig. 2, but the punter should not
be so forward on the front leg, and should be well within the
point at which he could be forced forward' off his balance.
[9'
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But the nearer he is to the position of the beginning of the
stroke when the punt actually stops, the longer stroke will he
get in, and the quicker will he get away from the turn. This
combination should be borne in mind during practice, with
the object of making a creditable turn in the race. But the
day before, and during a race, the average punter should
not try to make the turn too' brilliantly or it may end in complete _failure. Let him theo. not attempt to. gel this position
to perfection, nor to shave the ryepeck too closely. The pole
must
be too upright or it will fail to stop the punt, which
will then over-run the pole, and cause it to slant in the
opposite direction. The angle at which the pole must be
put down will vary with the depth of water at the turn. In
very shallow water the pole should be put down well behind
the punter, but if this were done to the same extent in deep
water, the pole might disappear before touching the bottom.
The stop-up requires constant practice, not only that the mind
and body may act in concert at a trying moment, but also to
ensure confidence.
When this turn is .done quickly the punt almost seems to
hitting a wall; it is stopped and swung
rebound like a ball
over to the other side of the ryepeck at one and the same
moment, which can be selected at the discretion of the punter.
Some throw the pole down before the whole length of the punt
has actually passed the ryepeck, because the pole takes a little
while to reach the bottom, and by the time this has happened
the punt is just past the ryepeck, and the turn is effected quite
close to it. It requires a great deal of practice to do this
neatly, and it is just a little risky. ,mless the punt is travelling
very fast. It is safer in a race to see the stern of the punt
just passing the ryepeck before throwing the pole down. In
a race for a challenge cup it happened that one of the punts
was travelling rather slower than usual, and the pole was
dropped just a little too soon, the consequence being that the
punt stopped before it had completely passed the ryepeck,
and the turn could 110t be made until the craft was again
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set in motion down-stream. It is scarcely necessary to add
that from this point the race was over.
(ii.) The other method of stopping-up is to approach the
ryepeck, punting on the same side as before, but taking the
punt past it a little further away. At the finish of the last
stroke the after-part of the punt should be slightly , pinched,'
or pressed with the pole, in order that it may swing over as it

.'IG. I3.-CHAIIOGI:\G SIDES WHILST

RYEPECK FOil

STOp·UP 110(1. 2

passes the ryepeck, and when past point up the other side.
Whilst the punt is passing the ryepeck the punter lifts his pole,
turns round with his back to the ryepeck, fig. 13, and changes
over to the other side of the punt. He is' then facing upstream and in the right position for stopping-up, fig 14. Care
must be taken that the pole is thrown down close to the punt
so as to hold the latter, otherwise it will swing back again and
come up the wrong side of the ryepeck.
[9'
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(iii.) Another method is adopted by one or two men, but
it is exceptional and moce difficult than either of the above.
The punter approaches the ryepeck left leg forward, with
the pole on the right side of the punt. In this case, when
the punt is passing the ryepeck, the pole is between the two,

FIG. I4.-SIl'OP-UP NO. 2, AFTER CHANGE OF SIDES

and the stop is made on the same side of the punt. The
actual stop is brought about very much in the manner of No.
(ii.), but the punter, being already on the right side, it is not
necessary to change over as in No. (ii.).
To review the three stops, Nos. (i.) and (iii.) are effected
without any change of sides while the punt is passing the ryeT
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peck. No. (ii.) necessitates a change over during this period,
and this change is very likely to make a racing-punt rock
and unsteady the punter. In this turn the punt is more likely
to hit the ryepeck, and if it should happen just as the punter
is changing sides, he may possibly lose his balance and
fall overboard; moreover, the ryepeck must be passed more
slowly to give time for the change over, which takes longer
than just facing round on the same side. It has been asserted
that this turn effects a saving of time in the following way: the
punter is approaching the ryepeck with his pole on the left of
the punt, and after the turn he wishes to come up the course
in the same relative position. It is clear, therefore, that at
some time he must change over and put the pole on the other
side; the punt takes a short time to pass the ryepeck after the
last stroke has been made, and if this time be occupied in
changing sides the punter is in the desired position for punting
up-stream as soon as he has stopped-up. This turn, however,
is difficult in a light punt, and unless everything comes off
absolutely at the right moment it is apt to be a failure. It can
no doubt frequently be brought off in practice, but it is not to
be recommended in a race, when anything going'lTong with
the turn may bring disaster. It has already been stated that
at the stop the punt swings away from the side on which the
pole is used ; should it happen in this turn the consequences
would be most serious, and yet if, to prevent the punt swinging,
the pole be placed under it at the moment of stopping-up,
there is a risk of its being broken or taken out of the hands of
the punter by being over-run by the punt. The objections to
this turn do not apply with equal force when a heavy punt is
used, as the turn is taken much slower and the time consumed
in passing the ryepeck can be occupied by changing over.
The danger of coming up the wr'ong side of the ryepeck is
not nearly so great, and after the turn on the way home a
change of sides is not so quickly done in a wide punt as in the
narrow.
No. (iii.) possesses most of the disadvantages of No. (ii.), and
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in addition, if the punt passes pretty close to the ryepeck, the
punter or his pole is very likely to touch it, which in either case
would make him very unsteady. If, on the other hand, the
punt is taken wide of the ryepeck, it is less easy to give the
swing which in No. (ii.) is effected by pinching. No (i.) method
is undoubtedly the best and quickest for a light punt, and has
many advantages in a semi-racer. The punt can be taken very

FIG. IS.-PU:-lTIl\;() LEFT I.E(; FORWARD.
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fast past the ryepeck, as it occupies but a moment to face round
and stop up : there is no shifting of the weight of the punter
from one side to the other; and last, but by no means least,
the tendency of the punt to swing when stopped-up will in this
case bring it in the direction required. Although the swing
may be overdone, the turn has been made and the punter can
start off up-stream. In this case it is not necessary to press
the stern over as it passes the ryepeck, so as partly to make
1'2
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the turn before stopping-up, and the danger of this s\\ing is
that the punt may hit the ryepeck. Even should the punt
hit the ryepeck when nearly past it, and the end bound off
in the wrong direction, in this turn the accident is easily rectified by stopping-up with the pole a little y,;de of the punt, when
it will swing back again in the proper direction.
If anything further be required in support of No. (i.) turn, it
may be mentioned that it is always used by Mr. B. Rixon,
the quickness of whose turn is quite characteristic. Mr. Colin
Romaine, the winner of the Amateur Championship 1897, takes
the same turn; but he punts left leg forward (fig. IS) and
changes sides just before reaching the ryepeck, as previously
described. This part of punt racing has been gone into somewhat minutely, because it is very important. One often sees
a man with a substantial lead muff the turn, and allow his
opponent, who stops-up well, to get on even terms. Many a
race has been actually won or lost at this point; it is here that
the good waterman shows his superiority.
In double-punting races the stop-up is a combination of
(i.) and (iii.). As the punters pass the ryepeck they simply face
half round and stop-up, one on each side of the punt. The
poles should come to the ground at the same moment, which
is usually arranged by one man calling to the other. If they
can both punt on either side, time is saved at the turn by
stopping-up and returning without changing sides. Usually
the best man is forward going down stream and at the back
coming home. If both or either can only punt one side, it is
perhaps better for them to go down on their best sides and
change over soon after the turn. To execute this change
neatly and quickly requires practice. After the turn, and
before the change, two or three strokes should be taken so that
the punt may be travelling, not only to save time, but also
because it is more steady for the change when moving quickly
through the water than when at rest. Some men not only
change sides after the turn, but also completely change positions, so that the back man going down shall be the back man
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coming home; but this should only be attempted when one
is very much superior to the other.
The training for punt racing is much the same as for
rowing, except that the practice is done in a punt. A light
pleasure-punt may be used with advantage for the early part of
the training, but as the more important races take place in
best-and-best punts, constant practice is required in this kind
of craft. To get accustomed to a light racing-punt it is a good
plan to potter about in it, not necessarily on a punting course,
but using it more like a pleasure punt in water of varying
depth, and under various conditions of stream and bottom
of river. At this time the punter should practise the stroke
on both sides; also the change from one side to the other.
Some weeks before a race consistent work should be done on
a pUllting course, if possible each day, and under the eye of
a coach. It is advisable to do a course against the watch
occasionally as a test of speed, but it should not be done
too frequently; a day or two previous to the race starts should
be practised from a moored punt. The daily work should
always include a few turns round the ryepeck.
The blue riband of punting for amateurs is the Amateur
Punting Championship, competed for annually at the Thames
Punting Club meeting, on the Shepperton course. It is open
to all amateurs. The winner holds the Club Championship
Silver Bowl for one year, and receives the Thames Punting"
Club Gold Medal, which is given only for this event.
Challenge Cups are also offered for competition at Maidenhead and Sunbury, called respectively the Upper and the
Lower Thames Amateur Punting Championship. As neither
of them is confined to any particular district, the titles are misleading, and could with advantage be changed to the Maidenhead Challenge Cup and the Sunbury Challenge Cup. It is
undesirable to have more than one Amateur Punting Championparticularly as the Shepperton course is a very good one,
equally fair for both competitors, which is by no means the
case at Maidenhe.'1d and Sunbury.
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Walton is an important meeting for punters, where most
of the good men compete. It is usually held about a month
earlier than the Amateur Championship.
All the above are in best-and-best punts.
Chertsey Challenge Cup is offered for competition ill
Thames Punting Club regulation punts, open to amateurs who
have not won either the Amateur Championship or the so-called
Upper and Lower Thames Championships.
Handicapping.- This is done by time, and usually in the
form of a start; the inferior punter receives so many seconds
start from the scratch man. The punts are started from the
same mark; the man receiving the time allowance goes first,
and when it has expired the second man is started. In the
case of both men in a heat receiving a start from scratch, the
first man is started with an allowance equal to the difference
between their respective handicaps. In arranging the handicap
not only must the relative speed of the men be considered, but
also the amount of racing they have done and their capabilities
of turning the ryepeck; for it is possible for a novice to lose
two or even three lengths at the turn against a very good man.
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CHAPTER IV
COURSES

THE ideal course should have an even bottom, with moderately
hard gravel, not too hard, for then the iron of the pole wiII not
grip, nor deep soft sand, for in that case the pole will sink in.
The best depth of water for a narrow punt is about four feet,
as this admits of the use of a light pole; but in a heavy punt
another foot of water makes very little difference. Mud is fatal
to good punting; it affords no resistance to the stroke, holds
the pole in the recovery, and thus checks the progress of the
punt. Soft clay is almost as bad as mud.
Maidenhead.-In this neighbourhood four courses have
been used for punting races. The water is in general rather
deep, but on one course shallow places occur at intervals.
The Maidenhead Challenge Cup Course is a very tricky one,
and distinctly in favour of the inside man, particularly if he
knows it well. The race is started just at the top of Mr.
Lawson's landing stage, and the best ground lies straight down
the river for about 200 yards, until about opposite the end of
the camp sheathing; then it comes in somewhat suddenly towards the shore to shallow water, which continues to the turning ryepecks. Should the man in the outside punt not know
the course, and continue straight on when his opponent comes
in, he will find himself in very deep water, and before he quite
realises the situation the inside man will be leading a couple of
lengths. This has occurred more than once in this competition.
On the return journey both men can punt on the shallow ledge,
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but before the winning-post is reached the punts have to pass
over two large deep l}oles. It is somewhat disconcerting to be
punting in 2 ft. 6 in. of water one moment, and in 6 or 7 feet
the next. This is not an agreeable sensation towards the end
of a race, even in a large punt, but it is most demoTaIising .
in a light racing-punt, and is distinctly in favour of the man
who knows the course.
The Professional Punting Championship Course starts a
little way below the stone bridge, opposite the guard-post. The
hest line is down the middle of the river all the way to the
turning ryepeck. The water is much the same depth from the
start to about 200 yards before reaching the ryepeck; then it
gets much deeper, and a strong Is-ft. pole, weighing about 71bs.,
is none too long. The turn is in deep water, but on the return
journey the depth improves. The punts come up the Berks
shore, about three yards from the bank, as it is sticky closer
in. Just before reaching the small round island the punts
cross over, and pass close by it into the same water from which
they started.
There is also another course, which was used for a Thames
Punting Club Handicap in May 1896. The start is rather
nearer the stone bridge than for the Professional Punting
Championship, and the course is down the middle of the river;
the turning ryepecks are fixed a quarter of a mile from the start
in good ground some distance from the shore. The punts
return over practically the same water. A 14-ft. pole can be
used, weighing
lbs. to
Ibs.
In 1894, the Thames Punting Club held their regatta in the
reach above Boulter's Lock, opposite Clieveden. The start
took place just below Formosa Island, and the turn for the
Championship was placed three-eighths of a mile down stream.
The race could be punted with a l4-ft. racing pole, but there
were many pieces of sticky ground in the course which spoiled
the racing. It was not safe to start without taking three
poles. In one race two were left behind fairly stuck in the
bottom of the river, the competitor finishing the course with
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his third and last. The turn for the half-mile was placed near
the Berks shore, and that for the three-quarter-mile on the Bucks
side of the bed of rushes, a quantity of which were cleared
away so that"the turn could be made on good ground and in
a convenient depth of water. The three-quarter-mile turn
could not be put on the same side of the river as the half-mile,
for in that case it would have come just between the Island
and the Berks shore, right in the narrow channel used by the
steam launches.
"
Staines Course.-The competitors are started on the Middlesex side of the river, and the best line is to follow that bank
until the stone wall is reached, then to make straight for the
turning ryepecks ; after the turn the course lies on the Surrey
side of the river all the way to the winning post. The ground
is good down-stream until near the turn, where the bottom is
soft and loose but not sticky; on the way up, when the bushes
are reached, it is good going, and there is a nice depth to the
finish. The racing-punt should come up about two yards from
the bank, as the ground close in is not good. There is a hole
opposite the winning-post, and about five or six yards out, but
it is not likely to affect a competitor unless he is much further
out than is usual. On a course like this, when the beginning is
somewhat deep, but the latter part is shallower and has an even
depth to the finish, it is better to start with a good I4-ft. pole,
and carry a light short pole for coming home. When one gets
to the shallow water the longer pole can be thrown away, and
the short one picked up.
Shepper/on Course.--The punts are started on the Surrey
side, and should take a straight line to the" half-mile ryepecks.
They should not go into the bay; nothing would be gained by
doing this except, perhaps, when there is a very strong wind
blowing off the Surrey shore. Otherwise the outside punt,
keeping a straight course, has a slight advantage.
The Championship Course is the same to the half-mile ryepecks; then it follows the bend of the Surrey shore to the turn.
Coming home, the punts keep rather closer in, but otherwise
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the line is much the same going out and returning. The water
is a nice depth, and can be punted with a light 13-ft. pole,
weighing about
lbs. It is a little deeper between the halfmile and three-quarter-mile turns, and a very tall man might
require a pole about 6 in. longer. It is good shoving all the
way, with an even depth of water.
Sunbury.-Two courses here have been used for punting.
Sunbury Regatta is held in the weir stream; the punting course
starts opposite the upper end of the Riverside Lawn of Sunbury
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Park, and the turning ryepecks are placed a short distance below
the rollers of Sunbury Lock. The course curves round with
the shore, and the water is exceedingly shallow next the Island;
the stream, as would be expected, is very swift. The outside
punt has some advantage going down, but nothing compared
to that of the inside one coming up. It is very difficult for the
outside punt to pass the other in the race home.
There is another course, below the lock, which was used by
the Thames Punting Club in 1891 and 1892. It started about
100 yards below Sunbury Lock, and the punts kept in the
[9'
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middle of the river until the turn, after which they came up on
the M iddlesex shore. This course is much better adapted for

AREI. BEF.SI.F.Y

punt racing than the weir stream; the ground is fairly good all
the way, but somewhat sticky in places.
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IVallon.- The punting course is on the Surrey side of the
river, and starts opposite the upper end of the .River House
lawn; the turning ryepecks are placed in the bend just beyond
the first small weir. It is very shallow close to the shore, but
the bottom shelves away very quickly to deep water. The best
line is about four yards from the bank. The inside punt has
the advantag-e on the way home.

\

CHAPTER V
PRO.'ESSIONAL AND

PUNTERS

THE first name that naturally occurs to one is that of Abel
Beesley, the well-known Oxford waterman, who held the title
of Professional Punting Champion for fourteen years, His
style is faultless and he possesses great strength. He introduced the finish of the stroke, called the' after shove,' which
is described in the section devoted to the punting stroke, and
was the first man to adopt the present style in place of the old
method of walking or running a punt. In 1877 he defeltted
E. Andrews in a match for 1001. and the championship of
England, and was unchallenged between that date and 1886,
when the Professional Punting Championship was instituted at
Maidenhead. He won this event six times in succession, and
on his retirement in 1890 was presented with a testimonial.
He has not since competed in any race, but is to be seen at
Maidenhead during the summer months, where he has trained
a large number of amateurs for punt racing.
W. Haines won the Professional Punting Championship in
1891, in 1894, and again in 1897, not competing in the intermediate years. His time is chiefly devoted to rowing, but he
takes punting engagements in the intervals, and is a very good
trainer. One does not often meet with a man so good at both
rowing and punting as W. Haines.
W. Haines and Abel Beesley stand out by themselves
amongst the professionals, both as regards style and strength.
George Haines and Frank Haines have both won the Professional Punting Championship. They have first-rate style, and
are very good at imparting their knowledge to others. George
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Haines trained the winner of the Amateur Championship 1897,
and Frank Haines attended on Mr. B. Rixon in 1894, 1895
and 1896.

MR. W. H. GRENFELL
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The next two prominent professionals are C. Asplen and
Tom Lee, who made such a close race for second place in
the Professional Punting Championship 1896. C. Asplen won
that event in 1895. This notice would be incomplete if it
omitted to mention F. Nicholes, who was an unknown man
until 1897, when he took third prize in the Professional Punting
Championship. There are many other good punters, but they
lack the strength and staying powers of those in the first class.
AMATEURS

The word punting cannot be mentioned without suggesting
the name of Mr. W. H. Grenfell, of Taplow Court, who is
also so well known in various other branches of sport. He
is tall, powerfully built, and punts equally well on either side.
His style is the same as that of Abel Beesley, who trained
him, and it is understood that there was nothing between them
in point of speed. Whilst he held the Championship he found
no one to extend him, and won his races easily. Mr. Grenfell
retired after winning the Amateur Punting Championship in
1888, 1889 and 1890, but has since continued to take a keen
interest in all punting matters. He has been the Chairman
of the Thames Punting Club Committee since the reorganisation of the Club in 1890, and his well-known figure is
usually seen in the Umpire's boat at the Club Regattas
and other important meetings. Every year he presents a gold
medal to the winner of the Professional Punting Championship.
Mr. B. Rixon won the Amateur Championship in 1893,
1895 and 1896, sharing with Mr. Grenfell the honour of having
been successful in this event three times. He is of medium
height, is strongly built and powerful. His watermanship in a
light racing-punt, and activity at the turn, are unequalled. He
is a self-taught man, with a good style, but one peculiar to
himself, and is very fast. He reaches very far forward and
carries the stroke well through, but finishes with the hands
somewhat lower than Mr. Grenfell.
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Many men cease to take an interest in punting when not
personally competing, but the assistance of past champions

8. RIXON

does more to encourage beginners and keep up the standard
of punt racing than anything else; and it is to men like
[9'
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the two just mentioned that much of the popularity of the
sport is due. The other winners of Championship honours
are Messrs. Cohen, Kilby, Romaine, and Verity. Mr. Cohen
was a powerful punter, but suffered from the disadvantage
Mr. Kilby is a
of only being able to punt on one side.
self-taught man, and quite in the first rank, but is sometimes
not sufficiently trained to do himself justice. Mr. Romaine,
champion at the time of writing (1898), is a powerful punter,
and very fast down stream. In his first year he won the
Club Juniors with the greatest ease, and since then has compt:ted in most of the first-class races. Until last year he
was rather unlucky, but his determination and pluck have
now been rewarded; in 1897 he was victorious every time he
competed. Mr. H. S. Verity had very good style, and owing
to his great height possessed an exceptionally long reach. He
was very fast and could get off the mark quickly, putting in
the first dozen shoves with wonderful rapidity; he had the
advantage of being trained by the best professionals from the
first.
The photographs illustrating the various positions were taken
by the writer; the courses are by Mr. B. S. Freeman, and the
portraits by Messrs. Marsh Bros. of Henley.
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